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Introduction to the Teacher
 Science plays an increasingly important role in every aspect of our lives. Scientific 
advances have led to many of the comforts we enjoy, as well as the problems our students 
must solve. The economic productivity of our society has become tightly linked to the scientific 
skills in the work force. Our future depends on developing a scientifically literate nation that
is able to compete on a global scale. It is important that teachers provide students with many 
opportunities to acquire knowledge, learn skills, explore scientific phenomena, and develop
attitudes important to becoming scientifically literate. 

 This book encourages students to develop an understanding of the concepts and
processes of science through the use of good scientific techniques. It supports the National 
Science Education Standards and is designed to promote scientific inquiry. It can be used to 
teach the core science curriculum by itself or as supplemental material. 

Each unit is designed to encourage students to master basic concepts while building
a working scientific vocabulary. The text is arranged in a format that does not overwhelm 
struggling readers. Visuals, illustrations, diagrams, and charts present information in an easy-
to-read format. Key terms appear boldfaced in the text and are followed by the definitions. 

Lessons use a variety of effective teaching strategies. Labs permit students to
participate in the scientific method: experiment, observe, and infer. Hands-on activities help 
students understand abstract ideas. Materials used in the activities are commonly found in the
classroom. Each activity may be completed in a variety of ways: team experiment, individual 
student project, or whole-class demonstration. Written projects allow students to practice 
computer and research skills. Completing graphic organizers helps students retain information
and reinforce main ideas. Reviews are designed to evaluate student understanding of key 
concepts and vocabulary.

Teacher Resource pages present the National Science Education Standards correlated 
to the unit and give an extensive list of the concepts that will help the teacher organize the
lessons. Enrichment activities, interactive websites, and answer keys guide the teacher through 
each unit.

Introduction to the Teacher
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Characteristics of Living Organisms
Characteristics of All Living Things
 By observing their properties (characteristics that describe an object), scientists have 
divided all things into two groups: living and non-living. All living things, known as organisms,
must have the following characteristics.

Organisms Must:
 • be made up of one or more cells.
 • need and use energy to carry out life activities. 
 • use food and excrete waste.
 • be adapted (suited) to their environment (surroundings).
 • respond to changes in their environment.
 • reproduce organisms like themselves.
 • grow and develop.

Classifying Living Things   
We could classify (organize) living things in many ways: color, size, or shape. A good

classification system would be meaningful to those using it, easily understood, and easy to 
describe to someone else. Two thousand years ago, Aristotle created a classification system 
that placed all living things in the plant group or animal group. This system did not always work. 
Scientists continued looking for patterns in the living world in order to find a better system. To 
eighteenth century scientists Carolus Linnaeus and George Cuvier, it became apparent that
living things shared similarities in anatomy (structure). Their ideas formed the basis of the 
modern classification system of kingdom, phylum, class, order, family, genus, and species.

Five Kingdoms
At one time, all organisms were thought to be either plants or animals. The development 

of the microscope led scientists to the discovery of new living things called microscopic 
organisms (organisms too small to be seen with the unaided eye). As scientists looked closer 
at these microbes (microscopic organisms), they learned that they were not like plants or 
animals. Based on these new discoveries, scientists decided to divide the world of living things
into five kingdoms (groups).

Unit One—Chapter 1: Cells

All Living Things Need: Why?

Food - to promote growth and for energy

Water - to break down other chemicals into tiny particles 
small enough to go in and out of the cells

Air - to make and change food into energy

Temperature  - to keep conditions inside their bodies constant 

Space  - to get the things they need in order to survive
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Five Kingdoms
Kingdom Definition Examples

Monera -  only one kind of organism: bacteria
-  unicellular (made up of only one 

cell) 
-  without a true nucleus
-  some are able to move about

Protista -  unicellular 
-  some are protozoa (animal-like 

organisms) and move to obtain food
-  some are algae (plant-like organ-

isms) and can make their own food
-  some are fungus-like and obtain their 

food from their hosts (an animal or 
plant that nourishes and supports a 
parasite or another organism)

- paramecium, 
amoeba, diatom, 
zooflagellate, 
chloropyhte

Fungi -  multicellular (made up of many 
cells)

-  cells with a true nucleus
-  have cell walls
-  cannot make their own food
-  cannot move about
-  absorb energy from their host

- mold, mildew, 
mushroom, 
hyphae, lichens

Plants -  multicellular
-  cells with a true nucleus 
-  have cell walls 
-  have chlorophyll
-  cannot move about
-  use sunlight to make their food

- ferns, 
flowers, 
deciduous 
trees, 

 coniferous
 trees

Animals -  cells with a true nucleus
-  move about in order to eat other 

organisms

- mammals, birds, 
amphibians, 
fish, reptiles, 
invertebrates 

Unit One—Chapter 1: Cells

Spirogyra 
Chloropyhte

Canary

Llama

Frustulia 
Diatom

Mildew 
ascomycete

Tulips

Bacteria
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Cells
Cells, the “building blocks of life,” are the smallest living things. All organisms are made 

up of cells. Some living things are unicellular and carry out all the basic life activities within that 
single cell. However, most living things are multicellular. 

Cell Discoveries
 • Robert Hooke (1665): The first person to see cells with the aid of an early compound 

microscope. Hooke looked at a slice of cork and saw small, empty, box-like structures. 
He thought the box shapes resembled cells, or rooms, monks used for sleeping. He
decided to name the structures cells. 

 • Anton van Leeuwenhoek (1674): The first person to observe living cells. He studied 
pond water and observed single-celled organisms. 

 • Matthias Schleiden (1838): A botanist (a person who studies plants) who discovered 
living plants were made up of cells with nuclei.

 • Theodor Schwann (1839): A zoologist (a person who studies animals) who discovered 
animals are made up of cells with nuclei.

 • Randolph Virchow (1855): He believed that an existing cell divided to form new cells.

 The early work of scientists such as Robert Hooke and Anton Van Leeuwenhoek, the
invention of better microscopes, and new discoveries by scientists in the 1800s led to many 
new ideas about cells. These ideas were put together as a theory (an idea that is repeatedly 
supported by test results).

Cell Theory
 • All organisms are made up of one or many cells.
 • Cells are the basic unit of structure and function in all organisms.
 • All cells come from other cells that already exist.

Microscope
 • A microscope is an important scientific tool.
 • Microscopes use lenses (curved pieces of 

glass) and light to magnify very small things
in order to make them appear larger.

 • There are two kinds of microscopes:
   Simple: contain one lens
   Compound: contain two or more lenses
 • The microscopes used in science classrooms

are compound microscopes.
 • All compound microscopes have the same 

basic parts.

Eyepiece

Body tube

Nosepiece

Objective 
lenses

Stage

Stage clips

Coarse adjust-
ment knob

Fine adjust-
ment knob

Arm

Base

Mirror or light 
source

Diaphragm

Unit One—Chapter 1: Cells
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Three Main Parts of a Cell
 Cells have three things in common. They all have a nucleus (control center for the cell), 
cell membrane (a thin layer that encloses the cell), and cytoplasm (a gel-like material that 
contains proteins, nutrients, and all of the other cell organelles). 

Nucleus
 - controls all the cell activities
 - round or egg-shaped  structure
  found near the center of the cell
 - dark in color
 - contains DNA (genetic information)

Cell Membrane
 - thin layer that encloses the cell
 - controls the movement of
  material into and out of the cell
 - offers shape and protection for
  the cell
        

Cytoplasm
- gel-like material
- contains proteins, nutrients, and
 all of the other cell organelles
 (many tiny structures in cytoplasm,
 each does a specific job for the cell)

 
Types of Cells: There are two main types of cells.

 Cell Type Definition Example

Eukaryotic Cell - cell with nucleus - most cells
- plant and animal cells

Prokaryotic Cell - cell with no nucleus

- DNA and other 
nuclear materials 
float “freely” inside 
the cytoplasm

- simplest type of cell

- bacteria and their 
relatives

Animal Cell Plant Cell

Unit One—Chapter 1: Cells

Animal Cell
Plant Cell
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Comparing Plant and Animal Cells
All organisms are made up of cells. Some organisms, such as plants and animals, 

are multicellular. Plant and animal cells have many similarities as well as many differences. 
Organelles perform a specific function (job) for the cell. The organelles help the cell run 
smoothly and keep it alive.

Animal Cell     Plant Cell

Cell Diffusion and Osmosis
The cell’s membrane controls what enters and leaves a cell. To carry on life processes, 

oxygen, food, and water must pass through the cell’s membrane, and waste products must 
be removed from the cell through
the membrane. The membrane has 
tiny holes in it. Molecules (very 
small substances) can go in and out 
by moving through the tiny holes. 
Diffusion (the movement of molecules
into and out of the cell) helps the cell 
carry out all the basic life activities.
 Cells contain water and are surrounded by water. A cell needs water to maintain a 
constant temperature, shape, and size for life processes to occur. Osmosis (movement of 
water molecules into and out of a cell) is a special kind of cell diffusion.

Mitochondria (or-
ganelle that makes 
energy for the cell)

Chloroplast (disc-
shaped, gives plants 
their green color, 
contains chlorophyll 
that helps plants make 
food)

Vacuoles (stores 
food, water, and waste 
for the cell)

Cytoplasm (gel-like 
material that contains 
proteins, nutrients, 
and all the other cell 
organelles)

Cell Membrane 
(a thin layer that 
encloses the cell and 
controls what enters 
and leaves the cell)

Nucleus (control 
center for the cell)

Golgi bodies (pack-
ages and distributes 
protein outside the 
cell)

Endoplasmic 
Reticulum (network 
of tubes that makes 
up the transportation 
system for the cell)

Ribosomes 
(organelle that 
makes protein for 
the cell)

Golgi bodies (pack-
ages and distributes 
protein outside the cell)

Cell Wall (surrounds 
cell membrane; 
provides shape and 
support for the cell)

Ribosomes 
(organelle that 
makes protein 
for the cell)

Unit One—Chapter 1: Cells

Endoplasmic 
Reticulum (network 
of tubes that makes 
up the transportation 
system for the cell)
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Name:  Date: 

Plant and Animal Cell Lab
Purpose: Compare and contrast plant and animal cells 

Materials Needed
 onion slides cover slips microscope needle
 water iodine eyedroppers toothpick (flat or blunt)

Procedure

Plant Cell 
Step 1: With the needle, peel the thin clear tissue from the inside section of an onion.
Step 2: Carefully place the tissue flat on a slide. Smooth out any wrinkles in the tissue.
Step 3: Add a drop of iodine to the tissue. View the onion tissue under the microscope, and 

record your observations below.

Onion Cell

Animal Cell 
Step 1: Add a drop of iodine to a slide.
Step 2: Use the blunt end of a toothpick to gently scrape the inside lining of your cheek. 

Place the blunt end of the toothpick on the slide and mix it with the iodine.
Step 3: Place a cover slip over the mixture. View the slide under the microscope, and record 

your observations below.

Cheek Cell

Conclusion
What similarities and differences did you observe when viewing the plant and animal cells
under the microscope?

Unit One—Chapter 1: Cells
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Name:  Date: 

Plant and Animal Cell Venn Diagram
1. Compare and contrast plant and animal cells using a Venn diagram.

2. Why do plant cells have a cell wall and animal cells do not?

Unit One—Chapter 1: Cells
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Name:  Date: 

Gelatin Cell Model
Purpose: To compare plant and animal cells

Materials Needed
plastic sandwich bags half-pint milk cartons (with tops removed)
raisins celery, cubed
For each batch:
2 !s cups boiling water 4 packages lemon gelatin

Procedure
Day 1

Step 1: Line the milk carton with the sandwich bag, allowing the excess part of the bag to
extend over the edges of the milk carton.

Step 2:  Stir gelatin into boiling water until dissolved.  
Step 3:  When the gelatin has cooled but not gelled, pour !f cup into each lined carton.
Step 4:  When the mixture begins to gel, have all students gently push a raisin (nucleus) 

into the gelatin. Give half the students several celery cubes
(chloroplast) to add to their gelatin. Refrigerate overnight.

Day 2
Step 1:  Prepare a second batch of gelatin mixture. Slowly add ¼ cup of 

the mixture to each milk carton.
Step 2:  Once the mixture has completely cooled, close the sandwich bag.
Step 3:  Refrigerate the cartons of gelatin until the gelatin is firm.
Step 4:  Students with celery in the mixture leave their sandwich bags in the carton. Students 

without celery take their sandwich bags out of the carton.

Conclusion
Which model represents an animal cell and which represents a plant cell? Explain your 
answer.

Unit One—Chapter 1: Cells
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Name:  Date: 

Osmosis Lab
Purpose: Demonstrate the process of osmosis in plants

Materials Needed
1 packet unflavored gelatin !s cup water 

sandwich bags perfume    

!s cup iodine glass beaker or jar 

measuring cups

Procedure
Step 1:  Stir the gelatin into one cup of boiling water until dissolved. 

Step 2:  Add cold water and a few drops of perfume.

Step 3:  Pour mixture into a sandwich bag, seal, and refrigerate until solid.

Step 4:  Add warm water and iodine to the glass beaker or jar.

Step 5:  Place the sandwich bags of solid gelatin into the glass beaker or jar.

Observation
1. After a few hours, look at the bag. Record your observation. 

2. Smell the water in the jar. Record your observations. 

Apply
Explain how this experiment demonstrates the process of osmosis.

Unit One—Chapter 1: Cells
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Name:  Date: 

Cell Review
Part I
Directions: Write the letter of the correct answer on the line.

1. All living thing are made up of .
  a. only one cell  b. one or more cells c. many cells  d. tissues

   2. Substances move in and out of the cell by a process called .
  a. osmosis   b. diffusion   c. respiration  d. photosynthesis

   3. Cells with a true membrane-bound nucleus are called .
  a. eukaryotic  b. prokaryotic   c. organelles  d. plant

   4. are structures within the cell.
  a. Cell walls   b. Cell membranes  c. Organelles  d. Nuclei

   5. All organisms need  to promote growth and for energy.
  a. water    b. food     c. air     d. space

Part II
Directions: Name the three main parts of a cell. Write the answers on the lines.

1. 

2. 

3. 

Part III
Directions: Complete the chart by listing the function of each cell part.

2

3

1

Unit One—Chapter 1: Cells

Cell Part Function

nucleus 

cell membrane 

cytoplasm 

chloroplast 

cell wall 




